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CONTEXTUAL ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES

IMPLEMENTED AT MOBILE DEVICES

RELATED APPLICATION DATA

The present application claims benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119 to U.S.

Provisional Application Serial No. 60/789,1 18 (Attorney Docket No. KABAPOlOP),

entitled, "TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING AND DISPLAYING RELATED

LINKS BASED UPON KEYWORDS5" naming Henkin et al. as inventors, and filed

April 3, 2006, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety

for all purposes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Over the past decade the Internet has rapidly become an important source of

information for individuals and businesses. The popularity of the Internet as an

information source is due, in part, to the vast amount of available information that can

be downloaded by almost anyone having access to a computer and a modem.

Moreover, the internet is especially conducive to conduct electronic commerce, and

has already proven to provide substantial benefits to both businesses and consumers.

Many web services have been developed through which vendors can advertise

and sell products directly to potential clients who access their websites. To attract

potential consumers to their websites, however, like any other business, requires target

advertising. One of the most common and conventional advertising techniques

applied on the Internet is to provide advertising promotions (e.g., banner ads, pop-ups,

ad links) on the web page of another website which directs the end user to the

advertiser's site when the advertising promotion is selected by the end user.

Typically, the advertiser selects websites which provide context or services related to

the advertiser's business.

Conventionally, the process of adding contextual advertising promotions to

web page content is both resource intensive and time intensive. In recent years the

process has been somewhat automated by utilizing software applications such as



application servers, ad servers, code editors, etc. Despite such advances, however, the

fact remains that conventional contextual advertising techniques typically require

substantial investments in qualified personnel, software applications, hardware, and

time.

Furthermore, conventional on-line marketing and advertising techniques are

often limited in their ability to provide contextually relevant material for different

types of web pages.

As access to the Internet becomes more available, there is a greater potential to

present contextually relevant advertisements to different markets of people who are

able to access the Internet via different types of devices.

SUMMARY

Various aspects of the present invention are directed to different methods,

systems, and computer program products for delivering contextual advertising

information to end users of a data network via a mobile device. A first portion of

content relating to a first page intended for display on the first mobile device is

received. In one embodiment, the first page may correspond to a first URL associated

with a first content provider. The first portion of content is analyzed for keyword

information. A first portion of keyword information associated with the first portion

of content is identified. In one embodiment, the first portion of keyword information

includes at least one keyword. A first portion of contextual information to be

delivered to the first mobile device is selected using the first portion of keyword

information. In one embodiment, the first portion of contextual information may be

provided by a first campaign provider. A first set of web page modification

instructions may be generated using the first portion of contextual information. In one

embodiment, the first set of web page modification instructions includes instructions

for modifying the content to include the first portion of contextual information. The

first set of web page modification instructions may be provided to the first mobile

device to thereby cause the first portion of contextual information to be delivered to

the user.

Other aspects of the present invention are directed to different methods,

systems, and computer program products for delivering contextual advertising

information to end users of a data network via a mobile device. In at least one



embodiment, mobile device capability information relating to an identified mobile

device may be acquired. In one embodiment, the mobile device capability

information may include information relating to one or more features which are

supported at the identified mobile device. At least one operation may be initiated to

determine whether a first feature is supported at the identified mobile device. A first

contextual advertising delivery technique may be implemented in response to a

determination that the first feature is supported at the identified mobile device. A

second contextual advertising delivery technique may be implemented in response to a

determination that the first feature is not supported at the identified mobile device.

Other aspects of the present invention are directed to different methods,

systems, and computer program products for delivering contextual advertising

information to end users of a data network via a mobile device. At least one operation

may.be initiated to determine whether client side scripting functionality is supported at

an identified mobile device. A first contextual advertising delivery technique may be

implemented in response to a determination that client side scripting functionality is

supported at the identified mobile device. In one embodiment, the first contextual

advertising delivery technique includes providing scripting instructions to the

identified mobile device for causing the identified mobile device to automatically

perform one or more desired operations. A second contextual advertising delivery

technique may be implemented in response to a determination that client side scripting

functionality is not supported at the identified mobile device. In one embodiment, the

second contextual advertising delivery technique is implemented without reliance on

use of client side scripting operations implemented at the identified mobile device.

Additional objects, features and advantages of the various aspects of the

present invention will become apparent from the following description of its preferred

embodiments, which description should be taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a computer network portion 100 which may

be used for implementing various aspects of the present invention in accordance with

a specific embodiment.



Figure 2 shows a block diagram of various components and systems of the

Kontera Server System 200 which may be used for implementing various aspects of

the present invention in accordance with a specific embodiment.

Figures 3A and 3B illustrate various embodiments of different mobile device

capability procedures which may be used for implementing various aspects of the

present invention.

Figure 4A shows flow diagram of a Non-Scripting Solution Procedure 400

illustrating various information flows and processes which may occur at various

systems in accordance with a specific embodiment.

Figure 4B shows a flow diagram of an alternate embodiment of a non-scripting

solution procedure.

Figure 5 shows flow diagram of a Scripting Solution Procedure 500

illustrating various information flows and processes which may occur at various

systems in accordance with a specific embodiment.

Figures 6A-C show different examples of various contextual advertising

information which may be displayed on a mobile device display.

Figure 7 shows a specific embodiment of a network device 60 suitable for

implementing at least a portion of the contextual information delivery techniques

described herein.

Figures 8A and 8B provide examples of various screen shots which illustrate

different techniques which may be used for modifying web page displays in order to

present additional contextual advertising information.

Figures 9B and 9B illustrate different data flow diagrams which may be

utilized in different embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

One or more different inventions may be described in the present application.

Further, for one or more of the invention(s) described herein, numerous embodiments

may be described in this patent application, and are presented for illustrative purposes

only. The described embodiments are not intended to be limiting in any sense. One or

more of the invention(s) may be widely applicable to numerous embodiments, as is

readily apparent from the disclosure. These embodiments are described in sufficient

detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice one or more of the invention(s), and



it is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that structural,

logical, software, electrical and other changes may be made without departing from

the scope of the one or more of the invention(s). Accordingly, those skilled in the art

will recognize that the one or more of the invention(s) may be practiced with various

modifications and alterations. Particular features of one or more of the invention(s)

may be described with reference to one or more particular embodiments or figures that

form a part of the present disclosure, and in which are shown, by way of illustration,

specific embodiments of one or more of the invention(s). It should be understood,

however, that such features are not limited to usage in the one or more particular

embodiments or figures with reference to which they are described. The present

disclosure is neither a literal description of all embodiments of one or more of the

invention(s) nor a listing of features of one or more of the invention(s) that must be

present in all embodiments.

Headings of sections provided in this patent application and the title of this

patent application are for convenience only, and are not to be taken as limiting the

disclosure in any way.

Devices that are in communication with each other need not be in continuous

communication with each other, unless expressly specified otherwise. In addition,

devices that are in communication with each other may communicate directly or

indirectly through one or more intermediaries.

A description of an embodiment with several components in communication

with each other does not imply that all such components are required. To the contrary,

a variety of optional components are described to illustrate the wide variety of

possible embodiments of one or more of the invention(s).

Further, although process steps, method steps, algorithms or the like may be

described in a sequential order, such processes, methods and algorithms may be

configured to work in alternate orders. In other words, any sequence or order of steps

that may be described in this patent application does not, in and of itself, indicate a

requirement that the steps be performed in that order. The steps of described processes

may be performed in any order practical. Further, some steps may be performed

simultaneously despite being described or implied as occurring non-simultaneously

(e.g., because one step is described after the other step). Moreover, the illustration of a

process by its depiction in a drawing does not imply that the illustrated process is



exclusive of other variations and modifications thereto, does not imply that the

illustrated process or any of its steps are necessary to one or more of the invention(s),

and does not imply that the illustrated process is preferred.

When a single device or article is described, it will be readily apparent that

more than one device/article (whether or not they cooperate) may be used in place of a

single device/article. Similarly, where more than one device or article is described

(whether or not they cooperate), it will be readily apparent that a single device/article

may be used in place of the more than one device or article.

The functionality and/or the features of a device may be alternatively

embodied by one or more other devices that are not explicitly described as having

such functionality/features. Thus, other embodiments of one or more of the

invention(s) need not include the device itself.

The present invention relates to a technique for real-time web and/or WAP

(Wireless Access Protocol) page context analysis and real-time insertion of textual

markup objects and dynamic content. According to a specific embodiment, the

technique of the present invention may be used for enabling advertisers to provide

contextual advertising promotions to end-users based upon real-time analysis of web

page content that is being served to the end-user's computer system or mobile device,

such as a mobile phone, cell phone, personal organizer, hand-held computer, etc. In at

least one embodiment, the information obtained from the real-time analysis may be

used to select, in real-time, contextually relevant information, advertisements, and/or

other content which may then be displayed to the end-user, for example, via real-time

insertion of textual markup objects and/or dynamic content.

According to different embodiments of the present invention, a variety of

different techniques may be used for displaying the textual markup information and/or

dynamic content information to the end-user. Such techniques may include, for

example, placing additional links to information (e.g., content, marketing

opportunities, promotions, graphics, commerce opportunities, etc.) within the existing

text of the web page content by transforming existing text into hyperlinks; placing

additional relevant search listings or search ads next to the relevant web page content;

placing relevant marketing opportunities, promotions, graphics, commerce

opportunities, etc. next to the web page content; placing relevant content, marketing

opportunities, promotions, graphics, commerce opportunities, etc. on top or under the



current page; finding pages that relate to each other (e.g., by relevant topic or theme),

then finding relevant keywords on those pages, and then transforming those relevant

keywords into hyperlinks that link between the related pages; etc.

One aspect of the present invention relates to a technique for implementing

contextual in-text keyword advertising techniques in mobile devices.

The following disclosure describes various embodiments for implementing

contextual in-text keyword advertising techniques for mobile devices such as, for

example, mobile phones, PDAs, smart phones, and/or any other mobile devices that

have Internet connectivity abilities.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a computer network portion 100 which may

be used for implementing various aspects of the present invention in accordance with

a specific embodiment. As illustrated in Figure 1, network portion 100 may include

various devices and/or systems such as, for example, at least one mobile device 102,

at least one host server or content provider (CP) server 104 (which, for example, may

host or provide content for an Internet website and/or a wireless access protocol

(WAP) website, at least one advertiser system/information provider 106, and at least

one contextual analysis and response server (herein referred to as "Kontera Server

System" or "Kontera Server") 108. Additionally, in at least some implementations,

network portion 100 may also include a Kontera Proxy system 112, which, for

example, may be operable to function as an Internet-based proxy server.

It at least one embodiment, the Kontera Server System 108 may be configured

or designed to implement various aspects of the present invention including, for

example, real-time web page context analysis and/or real-time insertion of textual

markup objects and dynamic content. In the example of Figure 1, the Kontera Server

System 108 is shown to include one or more of the following components: an Ad

Server module 108i, a Notification Server 108a, Analysis & Reaction Engine(s) 108b,

a Redirect & Transformation Engine 108c, a Middle Tier component 108d, a database

108e, a Taxonomy component 108f, a Management Console 108g, an Ad Center

component 108h, etc. It will be appreciated that other embodiments may include

fewer, different and/or additional components than those illustrated in Figure 1. A

number of these components are described in greater detail with respect to Figure 2 of

the drawings.



Figure 2 shows a block diagram of various components and systems of a

Kontera Server System 200 which may be used for implementing various aspects of

the present invention in accordance with a specific embodiment. As illustrated in the

embodiment of Figure 2, the Front End component 204 may include, for example, at

least one web server, and may configured or designed to handle requests from one or

more client systems and/or mobile devices (e.g., 202).

The Analysis Engine 206 may be operable to perform real-time analysis of

web page content. As illustrated in the example of Figure 2, the Analysis Engine 206

may include various functionality, including, for example, but not limited to, one or

more of the following: functionality for identifying keywords on selected web pages;

functionality for combining or linking keywords into groups or concepts; functionality

for identifying topics of a web page based on the identified keywords; functionality

for identifying aliases for topics associated with selected web pages; functionality for

determining various attributes of one or more mobile devices such as, for example:

user location, device type, language, market, wireless service plan details, available

functionality and/or capabilities, etc.

The Reaction Engine 208 may be operable to utilize information provided by

the Analysis Engine 206 to generate real-time web page modification instructions to

be implemented by the mobile device when rendering web page information.

According to a specific embodiment, the web page modification instructions may

include instructions relating to the insertion of textual markup objects and/or dynamic

content for selected web pages being displayed on the mobile device. As illustrated in

the example of Figure 2, the Reaction Engine 208 may include various functionality,

including, for example, but not limited to, one or more of the following: functionality

for identifying links between web pages of the same web site and/or between web

pages from different web sites.; functionality for filtering advertisements based upon

predetermined criteria (such as, for example, publisher preferences); functionality for

storing information relating to previous analysis of web pages; functionality for

selecting or determining recommended web page modification instructions based

upon selected user profile information (e.g., user click behavior, Geolocation, etc.);

etc.



The Ad Server/ Relevancy module 209 may be operable to manage and/or

provide access to advertising information and/or related keyword information. For

example, In at least one embodiment, Ad providers 220 (e.g., Yahoo, Looksmart,

Ask.com, etc.), advertisers, and/or ad campaign providers/managers may provide to

the Ad Server/ Relevancy module 209 one or more advertisements (ads) relating to

one or more different keywords. The Ad Server/ Relevancy module 209 may be

operable to determine and/or store a respective relevancy score for each ad.

Addionally, the Ad Server/ Relevancy module 209 may be operable to determine

and/or store other ad related information such as, for example: related page topic

information, cost-per-click (CPC) information, etc. The Ad Server/Relevancy

component 209 may also be operable to be queried by one or more other

components/systems such as, for example, Reaction Engine 208. For example, in one

embodiment, the Reaction Engine may query the Ad Server/ Relevancy module for

information relating to a particular ad or keyword, and the Ad Server/ Relevancy

module may respond by providing relevant information which, for example, may be

used by the Reaction Engine to facilitate the selection of one or more keyword/ad

candidates.

The Redirect &Transformation Engine 225 may be operable to include

redirect, translation and/or tracking functionality. For example, in at least one

embodiment, the Redirect &Transformation Engine224 may include various

functionality, including, for example, but not limited to, one or more of the following:

functionality for redirecting clients to a specified destination; functionality for

analyzing and translating data relating to user activity into desired user behavior

information; functionality for tracking and storing information relating to user

behaviors, clicks and/or impressions; etc.

Management console 214 may be operable to provide a user interface for

creating and viewing reports, setting system configurations and parameters.

According to a specific embodiment, the management console 214 may be configured

or designed to allow content providers and/or advertisers to access the Kontera Server

System in order to, for example: access desired information stored at the Kontera

Server System (e.g., keyword taxonomy information, content provider information,

advertiser information, etc.); manage and generate desired reports; manage

information relating to one or more ad campaigns; etc.



Notification Server 2 11 operable to manage ad update information and/or

related activities or events. In at least one embodiment, the Notification Server 2 11

may be operable to manage ad update activities, events, and/or related information in

real-time.

Other components of the Kontera Server System 200 may include, but are not

limited to, one or more of the following (or combinations thereof): a chunk parser 212

(such as, for example, a part-of-speech text processor) operable to parse chunks of

received web page content and/or to perform analyses of the text syntax; a Middle

Tier component 210 configured or designed to include data warehouse and business

logic functionality; at least one database 230 for storing information such as, for

example, web page analysis information, application data, reports, taxonomy

information, ontology information, etc.; a report manager 222 for collecting and

storing reports and other information from different components in the Kontera Server

System; a Translation Engine 224 for translating or converting communications from

one format type to another format type (e.g., from XML to HTML or vice versa); a

parsing engine for parsing HTML into readable text; an Ad Center component 213

operable to provide a user interface to one or more advertisers or ad campaign

managers (e.g., 215) for performing various operations such as, for example, setting

up ad campaigns, managing ad campaigns, generating reports; a Taxonomy

component 235 operable to manage, store and/or provide access to taxonomy

information (which, for example, may include keyword related information and/or

topic related information); etc.

It will be appreciated that alternate embodiments of the Kontera Server System

of the present invention may include additional or fewer components than those

illustrated in Figure 2, and/or may be adapted to include different types of

functionality.

It will be appreciated that there are a number of differences between consumer

mobile devices (such as mobile phones, PDA, smart phones, etc.) and consumer

computer systems (such as, for example, desktop or notebook computers) which, for

example, make it difficult for conventional online advertising techniques to be

implemented on conventional consumer mobile devices. For example, one issue

which makes it difficult to implement conventional online advertising techniques on

conventional mobile devices relates to the fact that there are many different types of



mobile devices supporting different features, services, and/or capabilities which are

available to both consumers and businesses. For example, some mobile devices may

have only support text messaging and not web browsing. Other mobile devices may

support only limited web browsing functionality, and may not support scripting

functionality. Yet other mobile devices may support web browsing and scripting, but

may not support advanced HTML features such as, for example, pop-up layer and/or

mouse-over tool-tip layer functionality. Such functional differences among the

various different mobile devices make it difficult to implement contextual advertising

techniques which are able to be supported across all of the different mobile device

platforms.

In order to overcome such difficulties, at least one aspect of the present

invention is directed to different techniques for automatically determining the

available features, services, and/or capabilities which are supported on one or more

identified mobile devices. According to specific embodiments, different

embodiments of the contextual advertising techniques of the present invention may be

utilized on different mobile devices, depending on the specific features, services,

and/or capabilities supported on each mobile device.

For example, in at least one embodiment, one or more techniques may be

implemented to determine whether an identified mobile device supports client side

scripting (e.g., JavaScript). In one embodiment, a mobile device which supports

scripting functionality may allow a contextual advertising technique to be

implemented which, for example, utilizes a scripting mechanism that executes on the

mobile device's browser in order to communicate with the Kontera Server System.

According to specific embodiments, the scripting mechanism may be operable to

implement a variety of operations such as, for example: passing relevant content to the

Kontera Server System for analysis; receiving markup instructions from the Kontera

Server System or Kontera Proxy; receiving modified content which includes marked

up text (e.g., ContentLinks); performing markup operations on content (e.g., text) to

be displayed on the mobile device display; etc.

In at least one embodiment, if it is determined that an identified mobile device

does not support client side scripting (e.g., executing client side code such as

JavaScript on the device's browser), one or more non-scripting based contextual

advertising techniques may be implemented in order to deliver contextual advertising



content to the mobile device user. For example, in at least one embodiment, a proxy

mechanism may be used to analyze selected content and/or to markup specific

keyword(s) within the selected content. In one embodiment, content from a requested

web page or wireless access protocol (WAP) page may be served to the mobile device

via a proxy server, such as, for example, the Kontera Proxy 112. In at least one

embodiment, the Kontera Proxy may be operable to analyze selected content,

determine relevant keywords, and perform markup operations on specific keyword(s)

in the content to thereby generate modified content containing one or more

ContentLinks which may be provided to the mobile device for display on the mobile

device display. In other embodiments, the Kontera Proxy may be operable to forward

selected content to the Kontera Server System for contextual advertising analysis and

markup. The Kontera Server System may be operable to analyze selected content,

determine relevant keywords, and perform markup operations on specific keyword(s)

in the content to thereby generate modified content containing one or more

ContentLinks. The modified content may then be passed to the Kontera Proxy, which

may forward the modified content to the mobile device for display on the mobile

device display.

In at least one embodiment, one or more techniques may be implemented to

determine whether an identified mobile device supports various display features such

as, for example, advance HTML features, rich media features (e.g., Flash plugin),

video, etc. For example, in one embodiment, one or more techniques may be

implemented to determine whether an identified mobile device supports functionality

for displaying mouse-over tool tip layers. Such functionality allows advertising

information to be presented to the user without requiring the user to perform a mouse

click operation. For example, in one embodiment, when the user hovers his or her

display pointer over a selected ContentLink (e.g., marked up keyword(s)), advertising

information may be displayed within a tool tip layer on the existing page. In one

embodiment, if the user clicks on the ContentLink or clicks on the tool-tip layer ad,

the user may be redirected to the advertiser's page.

For purposes of illustration, the contextual advertising and markup techniques

disclosed herein will be described with respect to the use of ContentLinks. However,

other embodiments of the present invention may utilize other types of advertising

techniques which, for example, may be used for modifying displayed content (and/or



for generating modified content) in order to present desired contextual advertising

information on a mobile device display. Examples of at least some advertising

techniques which may be utilized in one or more embodiments of the present

invention are described, for example, in Figures 8A-B of the drawings.

Figures 8A-B provide examples of various screen shots which illustrate

different techniques which may be used for modifying web page displays in order to

present additional contextual advertising information. Figure 8A illustrates a

technique (herein referred to as "ContentLinks") for placing additional links (832a,

832b) to information (834) (e.g., content, marketing opportunities, promotions,

graphics, commerce opportunities, etc.) within the existing text of the web page

content by transforming (e.g., marking up) existing text (832a, 832b) into hyperlinks.

In one embodiment, the additional information (e.g., 834) may be automatically

displayed to the user via a tool-tip layer which may be activated or displayed when the

user performs a "mouse over" action on (e.g., hovers the display pointer over) text

(e.g., 832a) which has been marked up using one or more of the techniques described

herein. In another embodiment, the user may be required to click on the marked up

text or hyperlink (e.g., 832a) in order to cause the additional information (e.g., 834) to

be displayed. Figure 8B illustrates a technique (herein referred to as "Related Content

Links") for finding web pages (842, 844, 846) that relate to each other (e.g., by

relevant topic or theme), finding relevant keywords (843, 845, 847) on those pages,

and then transforming those relevant keywords into hyperlinks that link between the

related pages.

Figure 3A shows a specific embodiment of a Mobile Device Capability

Procedure 300 which may be used for implementing various aspects of the present

invention. In at least one implementation, at least a portion of the Mobile Device

Capability Procedure 300 may be implemented at the Kontera Server System (e.g.,

108) and/or Kontera Proxy (e.g., 112). In at least some embodiments, portions of the

Mobile Device Capability Procedure 300 may be implemented on one or more servers

associated with one or more mobile telephone carriers or service providers.

As shown at 302, a specific mobile device (e.g., 102) may be identified for

capability analysis. In one implementation, this may be accomplished by examining

information in the header portion(s) of communication messages sent from mobile

device. Such information, which, for example, may be sent as part of a request to a



server, provides information about both the mobile device and/or the device's

browser's supported features, services and/or capabilities. Other techniques for

determining the identity of a given mobile device (and/or associated browser

application) may be implemented using other types of information associated with the

mobile device (and/or it's user) such as, for example: mobile device serial number, IP

address, MAC address, associated phone number, WAP address, IMEI Operator Info

(e.g., real time/stored), 3rd party data (such as, for example, location based service

provider information; service provider information; content provider information;

etc.), user information, User Agent (UA) information, UA Prof, enabled wireless

communication protocols, etc.

At 304 it may be determined whether the identified mobile device supports

scripting functionality. For example, in one embodiment, it may be determined

whether the identified mobile device is able to execute client side code (such as, for

example, JavaScript™) on the device's browser. According to a specific

implementation, such a determination may be based, at least in part, upon on the

browser and mobile device specifications.

For example, by examining the browser and/or mobile device specifications,

one may determine the mobile device features, capabilities, etc. (such as, for example,

scripting, advance HTML features, rich media features, video, etc.). Other techniques

for identifying features/capabilities of the mobile device (and/or associated browser

application) may include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following (or

combinations thereof):

• identifying the model number or serial number of the mobile device, and

performing a database query (at one or more databases) to determine the

capabilities, services, and/or features supported by mobile devices

matching that model number or serial number;

• determining an identity of the mobile device (e.g., by serial number, IP

address, MAC address, phone number, etc.), and maintaining a device

profile which identifies the capabilities, services, and/or features supported

by that particular mobile device;

• utilizing other types of information such as, for example: IMEI Operator

information; location based service provider information; service provider

information; content provider information; user information; User Agent



(UA) information; enabled wireless communication protocol information;

etc.

In at least one embodiment, the Kontera Proxy and/or Kontera Server System

may include a Device Capabilities database which is operable for storing mobile

device capability information relating to a plurality of different mobile devices. Such

mobile device capability information may include information relating to various

features, services, and/or capabilities which are supported and/or enabled at different

mobile devices, such as, for example, whether a given mobile device is configured to

support client side scripting; whether the mobile device is configured to support

advanced display features such as, for example, advance HTML features (such as, for

example, functionality for displaying mouse-over tool tip layers within the mobile

device's browser application), rich media features (e.g., Flash plugin), video, etc. For

example, in one embodiment, at least one database may be used for storing and

providing access to mobile device capability information relating to selected mobile

phones, smart phones, and PDAs currently available for consumer purchase. In at

least one embodiment, at least a portion of the accessible mobile device capability

information may be provided and/or managed by manufacturers, distributors, and/or

vendors of the various mobile devices. In one embodiment, mobile device capability

information relating to a particular mobile device may be obtained by querying the

Device Capabilities database, for example, using the model number, serial number,

and/or other identifiers which may be used to identify the individual mobile device

and/or the type/make/model of the mobile device.

Another technique which may be used to determine supported

features/capabilities of the mobile device (and/or associated browser application) is

via communication with the mobile device. For example, in one embodiment, the

Kontera Proxy, Kontera Server System, and/or other entity may query the mobile

device about its supported features, capabilities, services, etc. In other embodiments,

one or more communications may be sent to the mobile device in order to test specific

features, capabilities, and/or services which may be supported or enabled at the mobile

device. For example, in one embodiment, in order to determine whether the mobile

device supports client side scripting functionality, the Kontera Server System (or

Kontera Proxy) may transmit to the mobile device a portion of content (e.g., HTML

content) which includes scripting instructions (e.g., JavaScript) intended for execution



at the mobile device. In one embodiment, the scripting instructions may include

instructions for transmitting a reply message to the Kontera Server System (and/or

other systems). Thus, for example, if the mobile device supports client side scripting

functionality, execution of the scripting instructions will cause the mobile device to

automatically transmit a reply message to the Kontera Server System. If the mobile

device does not support client side scripting functionality, the scripting instructions

will not be executed, and no reply message will be sent to the Kontera Server System.

In at least one embodiment, if the Kontera Server System does not receive the

expected reply message from the mobile device within a predetermined time period

(e.g., relative to when the scripting instructions were sent to the mobile device), the

Kontera Server System may determine that the mobile device is not currently capable

of supporting client side scripting functionality. Alternatively, if the expected reply

message from the mobile device is received at the Kontera Server System, the Kontera

Server System may determine that the mobile device is currently capable of

supporting client side scripting functionality.

As shown in the embodiment of Figure 3A, if it is determined that the

identified mobile device does not support scripting, a non-scripting solution procedure

(such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 4A) may be implemented (306). If it is

determined that the identified mobile device does support scripting, a scripting

solution procedure (such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be

implemented (308).

Figure 3B shows a specific embodiment of a Mobile Device Capability

Procedure 350 which may be used for implementing various aspects of the present

invention. In at least one implementation, at least a portion of the Mobile Device

Capability Procedure 350 may be implemented at the Kontera Server System (e.g.,

108) and/or Kontera Proxy (e.g., 112). In at least some embodiments, portions of the

Mobile Device Capability Procedure 350 may be implemented on one or more servers

associated with one or more mobile telephone carriers or service providers.

As shown at 352, a specific mobile device (e.g., 102) may be identified for

capability analysis. In one implementation, this may be accomplished by examining

information in the header portion(s) of communication messages sent from mobile

device.



At 354 it may be determined whether the identified mobile device supports

scripting functionality. For example, in one embodiment, it may be determined

whether the identified mobile device is able to execute client side code (such as, for

example, JavaScript™) on the device's browser. According to a specific

implementation, such a determination may be based, at least in part, upon on the

browser and mobile device specifications.

As shown in the embodiment of Figure 3B if it is determined that the

identified mobile device does not support scripting, a non-scripting solution procedure

(such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 4A) may be implemented 356.

As shown at 358, at least one operation may be performed for determining

whether the identified mobile device supports any advanced display features such as,

for example, advance HTML features (such as, for example, functionality for

displaying mouse-over tool tip layers within the mobile device's browser application),

rich media features (e.g., Flash plugin), video, etc. If it is determined that the

identified mobile device does support advanced display features, one or more of the

advanced display features may be identified (362), and a scripting solution procedure

(such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be implemented (364) using at

least one contextual advertising markup technique which utilizes or takes advantage

f one or more of the supported advanced display feature(s).

If it is determined that the identified mobile device does not support advance

display features (but does support client side scripting), a scripting solution procedure

(such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be implemented 360 using at

least one contextual advertising markup technique which does not rely upon or require

use of advanced display features.

Various aspects relating to contextual online advertising techniques are

described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/977,352 (Attorney Docket No.

KABAP004, U.S. Publication No. US20050149395A1), naming HENKIN et al. as

inventors, and filed October 28, 2004, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes. At least some embodiments of the mobile

device contextual advertising techniques described herein may be implemented using

one or more techniques and/or mechanisms described in U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. 10/977,352.



Figure 4A shows flow diagram of a Non-Scripting Solution Procedure 400

illustrating various information flows and processes which may occur at various

systems in accordance with a specific embodiment. In at least one embodiment, the

Non-Scripting Solution Procedure 400 of Figure 4A may be implemented in response

to a determination that an identified mobile device is not able to support scripting

(such as, for example, JavaScript™) on the device's browser.

In the example of Figure 4A it is assumed at (Ia) that a user at the mobile

device 402 has initiated a URL request to view a particular web page or WAP page

(such as, for example, www.mobile.yahoo.com), which, for example, is being hosted

at web server system and/or WAP server system (herein web/WAP server system)

406. Such a request may be initiated, for example, via the Internet using an Internet

browser application running at the mobile device 402. As shown at (Ib) of the

embodiment of Figure 4A, the URL request may be routed to WAP/WEB server 406

via the Kontera Proxy server 408 (and/or the Kontera Server System 404).

According to a specific embodiment, when the URL request is received at the

WAP/WEB server system 406, server system 406 may respond by transmitting (3) the

URL request info and/or web/WAP page content (corresponding to the requested

URL) to a Kontera Proxy (KON PROXY) 408. According to specific embodiments,

the service operator (e.g., which provides Internet connectivity for the mobile device)

and/or WAP/WEB site publisher may redirect all or selected URL requests (e.g., URL

requests originating from mobile phones and/or PDAs) to a Kontera Proxy for

processing.

In at least one embodiment, the Kontera Server System and/or Kontera Proxy

may be operable to determine the mobile device capabilities in order to implement an

appropriate procedure (e.g., as shown in Figures 4 and 5) to be used for displaying

contextual advertising information at the mobile device. According to specific

embodiments, this process may occur at different times such as for example: prior to

the web/WAP page content being provided to the Operator Gateway; after the

web/WAP page content has been provided to the Operator Gateway; prior to the

web/WAP page content being provided to the Kontera Proxy; after the web/WAP

page content has been provided to the Kontera Proxy; prior to the web/WAP page

content arriving at the mobile device; etc.



According to specific embodiments where the Kontera Proxy 404 (or Kontera

Server System) receives only the URL request information from the WAP/WEB

server system, the Kontera Server 404 (or Kontera Server System) may request

portions of web/WAP page content (corresponding to the requested URL) from the

WAP/WEB server system 406 and/or other systems.

As shown at (5), the Kontera Proxy may send at least a portion of the

web/WAP page content to the Kontera Server System for analysis. According to one

embodiment, as the Kontera Server System 404 receives the web/WAP page content,

it analyzes (7), in real-time, the received web/WAP page content, and generates (9)

modified page content which may include one or more ContentLinks (and/or other

types of dynamically marked up content relating to one or more advertisements).

According to specific embodiments, at least a portion of the ContentLink

information (and/or other related information) may be generated using a variety of

conventional on-line contextual advertising techniques such as, for example, those

described in: U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/977,352 (U.S. Publication No.

US20050149395A1) previously incorporated by reference; and/or U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 10/645,313 (U.S. Publication No. US20050004909A1) herein

incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

In at least one implementation, the Kontera Server System may continue to

process the web/WAP page content for the specified URL until it has generated a

sufficient amount of ContentLinks, and/or until the entirety of the web/WAP page

content has been analyzed.

In at least one embodiment, the modified page content may also include page

modification instructions which, for example, may describe how specific text and/or

other content is to appear when displayed, and/or may also include other information

relating to one or more hyperlinks (e.g., ContentLinks) of the modified page content

such as, for example: title information relating to a selected ad, content relating to the

ad, a "click" URL that is to be accessed when the user clicks on the ad, a "landing"

URL where the user will eventually be redirected to after the click URL action has

been processed, etc.

As shown at ( 11), the Kontera Server System 404 may send at least a portion

of the modified page content (which, for example, includes generated ContentLink



information) to the Kontera Proxy 408. As shown at (13) the Kontera Proxy may

forward the modified page content to the mobile device 402.

According to specific embodiments, communications exchanged between the

mobile device and the Kontera Proxy may occur asynchronously from

communications exchanged between the Kontera Proxy and Kontera Server System.

Additionally, in at least some embodiments, communications exchanged between the

Kontera Proxy and the Kontera Server System may occur asynchronously from

communications exchanged between the WAP/WEB Server and either the Kontera

Proxy or Kontera Server System.

As shown at ( 15), the mobile device may render the modified page content for

display on a display at the mobile device. In at least one embodiment, the modified

page content may include various types of data such as, for example, HTML, XML,

XHTML, RSS, etc., and a browser application running at the mobile device may be

operable to render the modified page content/data for display on the mobile device

display. In some embodiments, the mobile device may be operable to processes the

page modification instructions to thereby display modified page content formatted in

accordance with the web page modification instructions. In other embodiments, the

Kontera Server System 404 or Kontera Proxy408 may perform the task of modifying

the original web/WAP page content to thereby generate the modified page content,

which may then be transmitted to the mobile device for display.

Because the web page modification operations are implemented automatically,

in real-time, and without significant delay, such modifications may be performed

transparently to the user. Thus, for example, from the user's perspective, when the user

requests a particular web page to be retrieved and displayed on the mobile device, the

mobile device will respond by displaying modified page content which not only

includes the original web/WAP page content, but also includes additional contextual

ad information.

In the embodiment of Figure 4A, it is assumed (for illustrative purposes) that

the displayed modified page content includes at least one ContentLink. An example

of this is illustrated in Figure 6A of the drawings.

Figures 6A-C show different examples of various contextual advertising

information which may be displayed on a mobile device display.



For purposes of illustration, the contextual analysis, markup and display

techniques disclosed herein are described by way of example with respect to online

advertising based implementations. However, it will be appreciated that at least a

portion of the contextual analysis, markup and/or display techniques disclosed herein

may be utilized for purposes or applications such as, for example: presenting links

and/or other information which is determined to be related to selected content (such

as, for example, a web page, a document, a URL5 a portion of text, etc.); presenting

information and/or links relating to definitions, synonyms, antonyms, abbreviations,

etc. of selected subject matter; presenting links and/or thumbnails relating to selected

web sites, pictures, documents; etc.

Figure 6A shows an example embodiment of a mobile device 600 which is

displaying a portion of modified page content (e.g., 604) on display 602. As

illustrated in the embodiment of Figure 6A, modified page content portion 604

includes a first ContentLink 606. According to one embodiment, the process of

generating ContentLink 606 may include a number of different operations such as, for

example: identifying and selecting a portion of text (e.g., "Nokia 623Oi") included in

the original web/WAP page content, identifying a first ad or advertisement to be

associated with the selected portion of text, converting the selected portion of text

(e.g., "Nokia 623Oi") into a hyperlink, and/or associating the hyperlink with one or

more characteristics relating to the first ad such as, for example: content relating to the

ad, a "click" URL that is to be accessed when the user clicks on the ad, a "landing"

URL where the user will eventually be redirected to after the click URL action has

been processed, etc. In at least one embodiment, the selected portion of text (e.g.,

"Nokia 623Oi") may correspond to a keyword which has been identified by an

advertiser and/or ad campaign provider as being related to one or more types of

advertising categories and/or topics.

In the embodiment of Figure 6A, ContentLink 606 is displayed as highlighted

portion of text, for example, to indicate its status as a selectable or clickable

hyperlink. In other embodiments, the appearance and/or formatting characteristics of

ContentLink 606 may vary, as desired. For example, in some embodiments, an

ContentLink may be displayed using different color font, may be displayed using

special formatting (e.g., italics, bold, shadow, etc.), may be underlined or double

underlined, and/or may be presented using other presentation and/or formatting



characteristics which result in the ContentLink portion of content having a different

visual appearance than that of adjacent non-ContentLink content.

For purposes of illustration, the flow diagram of Figure 4A, will continue to be

described by way of example with reference to Figures 6A-C of the drawings.

It is assumed at (17) (Figure 4A) that the user of the mobile device selects

(e.g., click on) one of the displayed ContentLinks (e.g., user selects of clicks on

ContentLink 606, Figure 6).

In at least one embodiment, the action of the user selecting or clicking on a

specific ContentLink (e.g., ContentLink 606) causes the mobile device to transmit

(19) a URL request and/or other information relating to the selected ContentLink to

the Kontera Proxy, Kontera Server System, and/or other server system. For example,

in one embodiment, the mobile device's browser application may be forwarded to a

redirect server (not shown) which may redirect the mobile device to a selected

destination page. In at least one embodiment, the URL request/ContentLink

information may be forwarded (e.g., from the Kontera Proxy) to the Kontera Server

System, where the URL and/or other information relating to the user's actions may be

logged for subsequent analysis. In one embodiment, ContentLink information sent

from the mobile device to the Kontera Proxy or Kontera Server System may include

information allowing the Kontera Proxy and/or Kontera Server System to identify

various information about the selected ad, such as, for example: the identity of the

sponsoring advertiser, the keywords(s) associated with the ad, the ad type, etc.

As shown at (21) the Kontera Server System may utilize the URL request

and/or associated ContentLink information to generate an Ad page (and/or other Ad

content relating to the selected ContentLink) to be displayed at the mobile device.

According to specific embodiments, the Ad page may be automatically and

dynamically generated by the Kontera Proxy or Kontera Server System, and/or may

also be hosted at the Kontera Proxy and/or Kontera Server System.

At (23) the Kontera Server System (or, in other embodiments, the Kontera

Proxy) transmits the Ad page/Ad content to the mobile device for display (25) on the

mobile device display. This is illustrated, for example, in Figure 6B of the drawings.

As shown in the example of Figure 6B, an Ad (which, for example, includes

Ad content portion 624) may be displayed on the mobile device in response to the user

selecting ContentLink 606 (Figure 6A). In one embodiment, Ad content portion 624



may be dynamically and automatically generated by the Kontera Proxy (or Kontera

Server System) in response to the user selecting ContentLink 606 (Figure 6A).

As shown in the example of Figure 6B, Ad content portion 624 includes an

embedded link or hyperlink 626. In at least one embodiment, when the user selects

(27) (e.g., clicks on) the displayed hyperlink 626, the mobile device may transmit (29)

information relating to the click event (which, for example, may include the landing

URL) to the Kontera Proxy, Kontera Server System, and/or other server system.

As shown at (3 1) the Kontera Server System may log click event information,

and may generate a redirect message to be transmitted (e.g., 33) to the mobile device

for redirecting (e.g., 35) the mobile device to an appropriate landing URL (e.g., the

advertiser's site www.orange.co.uk, or to another site selected by the advertiser). In

other embodiments, at leased a portion of this process may be implemented at the

Kontera Proxy 408. In one embodiment, the click event information may be forwarded

(e.g., from the Kontera Proxy) to the Kontera Server System, where the click event

information may be logged for subsequent analysis. In other embodiments, a redirect

server (not shown) may be used to redirect the mobile device to the appropriate

landing URL.

Thus, for example, when the user selects or clicks on link 626, the mobile

device may be redirected to the advertiser's website (e.g., www.orange.co.uk),

whereupon the advertiser's associated web/WAP page (or portion thereof, e.g., 634)

may be displayed at the mobile device, as illustrated, for example, in Figure 6C.

It will be appreciated that other embodiments of non-scripting solution

procedures may be implemented without use of the Kontera Proxy. An example of

this is illustrated in Figure 4B of the drawings.

In the example of Figure 4B, it is assumed at (A) that a user at the mobile

device 402 has initiated a URL request to view a particular web page or WAP page

which, for example, is being hosted at WEB/WAP Server 406.

As shown in the example of Figure 4B, the URL request may routed to the

WEB/WAP Server 406, which may forward (B) the URL request (and/or other

information) to Kontera Server System 404. In an alternate embodiment, the mobile

device may be redirected to communicate directly with the Kontera Server System.

In at least one embodiment, the Kontera Server System may attempt to

determine the features, services and/or other capabilities which are currently enabled



at the mobile device. For example, in one embodiment, the Kontera Server System

may attempt to determine (C) whether client side scripting functionality is enabled at

the mobile device.

In one embodiment, in order to determine whether the mobile device supports

client side scripting functionality, the Kontera Server System may transmit to the

mobile device a portion of content which includes scripting instructions (e.g.,

JavaScript) intended for execution at the mobile device. According to a specific

embodiment, this communication from the Kontera Server System may be

characterized to appear to the mobile device as a legitimate response to the URL

request. In one embodiment, the Kontera Server System may spoof the WEB/WAP

Server 406, making the communication to the mobile device appear as though it was

sent from the WEB/WAP Server 406.

In one embodiment, the scripting instructions may include instructions for

transmitting a reply message to the Kontera Server System (and/or other systems).

Thus, for example, if the mobile device supports client side scripting functionality,

execution of the scripting instructions will cause the mobile device to automatically

transmit a reply message to the Kontera Server System. If the mobile device does not

support client side scripting functionality, the scripting instructions will not be

executed, and no reply message will be sent to the Kontera Server System.

In at least one embodiment, if the Kontera Server System does not receive the

expected reply message from the mobile device within a predetermined time period

(e.g., relative to when the scripting instructions were sent to the mobile device), the

Kontera Server System may determine that the mobile device is not currently capable

of supporting client side scripting functionality. Alternatively, if the expected reply

message from the mobile device is received at the Kontera Server System, the Kontera

Server System may determine that the mobile device is currently capable of

supporting client side scripting functionality.

In one embodiment, if it is determined that client side scripting functionality is

currently enabled at the mobile device, a scripting-type solution procedure (such as

that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be implemented (Dl) at the Kontera

Server System. If it is determined that client side scripting functionality is not

currently enabled at the mobile device (or if it can not be determined whether client

side scripting functionality is currently enabled at the mobile device) a non-scripting



type solution procedure (such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 4A) may be

implemented (D2). In embodiments where no Kontera Proxy is used, the Kontera

Server System may be operable to perform at least a portion of the operations which,

for example, were performed at the Kontera Proxy 408 of Figure 4A.

Figure 5 shows flow diagram of a Scripting Solution Procedure 500

illustrating various information flows and processes which may occur at various

systems in accordance with a specific embodiment. In at least one embodiment, the

Scripting Solution Procedure 500 of Figure 5 may be implemented in response to a

determination that an identified mobile device is able to support client side scripting

operations (such as, for example, JavaScript™) implemented in connection with the

device's browser application.

According to some embodiments, at least some features relating to the real¬

time contextual advertising techniques described herein may be implemented via the

use of dynamic context tags which have been included in selected web pages of an

online publisher or content provider. For example, in at least one embodiment, a

content provider (such as, for example, on-line publishers or other website operators

providing on-line content) may insert one or more dynamic context tags (such as, for

example, a Java script tag) into all or selected web pages of a website which, for

example, may be hosted by the content provider. In one embodiment, the dynamic

context tag information may include a content provider ID which is uniquely

associated with that specific content provider . According to a specific embodiment, a

dynamic context tag may include various information such as, for example, the

content provider ID, information relating to one or more desired ad types (such as, for

example, ContentLink, Related Content Links, etc.) to be used on the associated

web/WAP page, script instructions (e.g., JavaScript™ code) to be implemented at the

mobile device; etc. In one embodiment, the dynamic context tag may be physically

inserted into each of the selected web pages. Alternatively, the dynamic context tag

information may be inserted into the page via a tag that is already all the page such as,

for example, and ad server tag or an application server tag. Once present on the page,

the dynamic context tag may be served as part of the page that is served from the

content provider's web server(s).

In the example of Figure 5, it is assumed at (2) that a user at the mobile device

502 has initiated a URL request to view a particular web page or WAP page (such as,



for example, www.mobile.yahoo.com), which, for example, is being hosted at web

server system and/or WAP server system (herein web/WAP server system) 506. Such

a request may be initiated, for example, via the Internet using an Internet browser

application running at the mobile device 502.

When the URL request is received at the web/WAP server system 506, the

web/WAP server system may respond by transmitting or serving (4) to the mobile

device the requested web/WAP page content, which, for example, may include a

dynamic context tag containing script instructions (and/or other executable code).

As shown at (6) it is assumed that the web/WAP page content and dynamic

context tag information are received at the mobile device. In at least one embodiment,

the script instructions may include instructions or code intended for execution at the

mobile device which, for example, may cause the mobile device to initiate

communication with a remote system such as, for example, the Kontera Server System

504. More specifically, in the example of Figure 5, it is assumed that the mobile

device has initiated processing of the dynamic context tag information which invokes

execution (6) of the script instructions which, in turn, causes the mobile device to

transmit (8) all or selected portions of the web/WAP page content (and/or other

information such as, for example, the content provider ID, desired ad type

information, etc.) to the Kontera Server System for contextual advertising analysis.

Additionally, in at least one embodiment, the mobile device may also be

caused to transmit mobile device capability information to the Kontera Server System

504. In one embodiment, the mobile device capability information may include

information relating to various features, services, and/or capabilities which are

supported and/or enabled at the mobile device 502 such as, for example, whether the

mobile device is configured to support client side scripting; whether the mobile device

is configured to support advanced display features such as, for example, advance

HTML features (such as, for example, functionality for displaying mouse-over tool tip

layers within the mobile device's browser application), rich media features (e.g., Flash

plugin), video, etc.

In at least some embodiments, the features, services, and/or capabilities which

are supported and/or currently enabled at the mobile device may determine the types

of ads that may be displayed at the mobile device, and may also determine selection of

specific procedural flows which may be implemented for causing contextually



relevant ad information to be displayed at the mobile device. In at least one

embodiment, the mobile device capability information may be periodically updated,

for example, in order to determine whether specific features are currently enabled at

the mobile device. For example, if the updated mobile device capability information

reveals that the feature of client side scripting has been disabled at a mobile device,

the Kontera Server System may respond by initiating a non-scripting based contextual

advertising procedure (e.g., such as that illustrated in Figure 4A) for that mobile

device. Similarly, if the updated mobile device capability information reveals that the

feature of client side scripting has been enabled at the mobile device, the Kontera

Server System may respond by initiating a scripting based contextual advertising

procedure (e.g., such as that illustrated in Figure 5) for that mobile device.

Returning to Figure 5 in at least one embodiment, as the Kontera Server

System 504 receives the web/WAP page content, it analyzes (10) (e.g., in real-time)

the received web/WAP page content, and generates (12) page modification

instructions which includes ContentLink data relating to one or more ContentLink(s)

to be displayed on the mobile device display.

In at least one embodiment, the Kontera Server System may be operable to use

the mobile device capability information in generating the appropriate page

modification instructions to be send to the mobile device 502. For example, in one

embodiment, if it is determined that mobile device is currently configured to support

functionality for displaying mouse-over tool tip layers, a first set of page modification

instructions may be generated which includes instructions for implementing

ContentLinks using mouse-over tool tip layer functionality. If it is determined that

mobile device is currently not configured to support functionality for displaying

mouse-over tool tip layers, a second set of page modification instructions may be

generated which includes instructions for implementing ContentLinks without using

mouse-over tool tip layer functionality.

According to specific embodiments, at least a portion of the page modification

instructions and/or ContentLink data may be generated using a variety of conventional

on-line contextual advertising techniques such as, for example, those described in:

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/977,352 (U.S. Publication No.

US20050149395A1), and/or U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/645,313 (U.S.



Publication No. US20050004909A1),, each of which has previously been

incorporated by reference.

In at least one implementation, the Kontera Server System may continue to

process the web/WAP page content until it has generated a sufficient amount of page

modification instructions, ContentLink data, and/or until the entirety of the web/WAP

page content has been analyzed.

In at least one embodiment, the page modification instructions and/or

ContentLink data may include various information such as, for example: information

which describes how specific text and/or other content (e.g., of the web/WAP page

content) is to appear when displayed; information relating to one or more hyperlinks

(e.g., ContentLinks) to be included in the display of the web/WAP page content;

information relating to specific advertisements which are associated with one or more

ContentLinks such as, for example: title information relating to a selected ad, content

relating to the ad, a "click" URL that is to be accessed when the user clicks on the ad,

a "landing" URL where the user will eventually be redirected to after the click URL

action has been processed, etc.

As shown at (14), the Kontera Server System 504 may send the page

modification instructions and/or ContentLink data to the mobile device 502.

As shown at (16) the mobile device may use the page modification instructions

and/or ContentLink data to display modified page content which includes at least one

ContentLink (as shown, for example, in Figure 6A of the drawings). According to

one embodiment, a browser application running at the mobile device may be operable

to modify the web/WAP page content using the page modification instructions and/or

ContentLink data to thereby render modified page content for display on the mobile

device display. In some embodiments, the mobile device may be operable to

processes the page modification instructions to thereby display modified page content

formatted in accordance with the web page modification instructions. In other

embodiments, the Kontera Server System may perform the task of modifying the

original web/WAP page content to thereby generate the modified page content, which

may then be transmitted to the mobile device for display.

Because the web page modification operations are implemented automatically,

in real-time, and without significant delay, such modifications may be performed

transparently to the user. Thus, for example, from the user's perspective, when the user



requests a particular web page to be retrieved and displayed on the mobile device, the

mobile device will respond by displaying modified page content which not only

includes the original web/WAP page content, but also includes additional contextual

ad information.

ϊn the embodiment of Figure 5, it is assumed (for illustrative purposes) that the

displayed modified page content includes at least one ContentLink as shown, for

example, in Figure 6A of the drawings. For purposes of illustration, the flow diagram

of Figure 5, will continue to be described by way of example with reference to Figures

6A-C of the drawings.

As illustrated in the embodiment of Figure 6A, modified page content portion

604 includes a first ContentLink 606. According to one embodiment, the process of

generating ContentLink 606 may include a number of different operations such as, for

example: identifying and selecting a portion of text (e.g., "Nokia 623Oi") included in

the original web/WAP page content, identifying a first ad or advertisement to be

associated with the selected portion of text, converting the selected portion of text

(e.g., "Nokia 623Oi") into a hyperlink, and/or associating the hyperlink with one or

more characteristics relating to the first ad such as, for example: content relating to the

ad, a "click" URL that is to be accessed when the user clicks on the ad, a "landing"

URL where the user will eventually be redirected to after the click URL action has

been processed, etc. In at least one embodiment, the selected portion of text (e.g.,

"Nokia 623Oi") may correspond to a keyword which has been identified by an

advertiser and/or ad campaign provider as being related to one or more types of

advertising categories and/or topics.

It is assumed at (18) (Figure 5) that the user of the mobile device selects (e.g.,

click on) one of the displayed ContentLinks (e.g., user selects of clicks on

ContentLink 606, Figure 6).

In at least one embodiment, the action of the user selecting or clicking on a

specific ContentLink (e.g., ContentLink 606) causes the mobile device to transmit

(20) a URL request and/or other information relating to the selected ContentLink to

the Kontera Server System. In one embodiment, ContentLink information sent from

the mobile device to the Kontera Server System may include information allowing the

Kontera Server System to identify various information about the selected ad, such as,

for example: the identity of the sponsoring advertiser, the keywords(s) associated with



the ad, the ad type, etc. In one embodiment, information relating to the URL request

and/or other information relating to the user's actions may be logged by the Kontera

Server System for subsequent analysis.

As shown at (22) the Kontera Server System may utilize the URL request

and/or associated ContentLink information to generate an Ad page (and/or other Ad

content relating to the selected ContentLink) to be displayed at the mobile device.

According to specific embodiments, the Ad page may be automatically and

dynamically generated by the Kontera Server System, and/or may also be hosted at the

Kontera Server System.

At (24) the Kontera Server System may transmit the Ad page/Ad content to the

mobile device where it may then be displayed (26) on the mobile device display. This

is illustrated, for example, in Figure 6B of the drawings.

As shown in the example of Figure 6B, an Ad (which, for example, includes

Ad content portion 624) may be displayed on the mobile device in response to the user

selecting ContentLink 606 (Figure 6A). In one embodiment, Ad content portion 624

may be dynamically and automatically generated by the Kontera Server System in

response to the user selecting ContentLink 606 (Figure 6A).

As shown in the example of Figure 6B, Ad content portion 624 includes an

embedded link or hyperlink 626. In at least one embodiment, when the user selects

(e.g., clicks on) the displayed hyperlink 626, the mobile device may transmit (30)

information relating to the click event (which, for example, may include the landing

URL) to the Kontera Server System and/or other system(s).

As shown at (32) the Kontera Server System may log click event information,

and may generate a redirect message to be transmitted (e.g., 34) to the mobile device

for redirecting (e.g., 36) the mobile device to an appropriate landing URL (e.g., the

advertiser's site www.orange.co.uk, or to another site selected by the advertiser). In

other embodiments, a redirect server (not shown) may be used to redirect the mobile

device to an appropriate landing URL.

Thus, for example, when the user selects or clicks on link 626, the mobile

device may be redirected to the advertiser's website (e.g., www.orange.co.uk),

whereupon the advertiser's associated web/WAP page (or portion thereof, e.g., 634)

may be displayed at the mobile device, as illustrated, for example, in Figure 6C.



In at least some embodiments, communications between a mobile device and a

WAPAVEB Server may be routed via various gateways such as, for example, a service

provider or carrier gateway (which, for example, may provide Internet access to the

mobile device), a publisher or content provider gateway (which, for example, may

provide access to one or more specific web servers or WAP servers, etc.

Figures 9B and 9B illustrate examples of specific embodiments of different

procedural flows which may be utilized for implementing various features described

or referenced herein.

Figure 9B illustrates an example embodiment of a procedural flow which may

be utilized in embodiments involving a content provider gateway or publisher

gateway.

In the example of Figure 9B, it is assumed at (71) that a user at the mobile

device 952 has initiated a URL request to view a particular web page or WAP page

which, for example, is being hosted at WEBAVAP Server 956. In this example, it is

also assumed that access to WEB/WAP Server 956 is provided via publisher gateway

(PUB GATEWAY) 960.

Accordingly, as shown in the example of Figure 9B, the URL request may

routed to the PUB GATEWAY 960, which may forward (73) the URL request (and/or

other information such as, for example, information relating to the mobile device

and/or its capabilities/features) to Kontera Server System 954.

In at least one embodiment, when appropriate, the Kontera Server System may

attempt to determine (75) the features, services and/or other capabilities which are

currently enabled at the mobile device. For example, in one embodiment, the

Kontera Server System may attempt to determine whether client side scripting

functionality is enabled at the mobile device.

In one embodiment, if it is determined that client side scripting functionality is

currently enabled at the mobile device, a scripting-type solution procedure (such as

that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be implemented (79a). If it is

determined that client side scripting functionality is not currently enabled at the

mobile device (or if it can not be determined whether client side scripting

functionality is currently enabled at the mobile device) a non-scripting type solution

procedure (such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 4A) may be implemented

(79b).



Figure 9B illustrates an example embodiment of a procedural flow which may

be utilized in embodiments involving a carrier gateway or service provider gateway.

In the example of Figure 9B, it is assumed at (81) that a user at the mobile

device 952 has initiated a URL request to view a particular web page or WAP page

which, for example, is being hosted at WEB/WAP Server 956. In this example, it is

also assumed that Internet access for the mobile device 952 is provided via service

provider gateway 960.

Accordingly, as shown in the example of Figure 9B, the URL request may

routed to the service provider gateway 960, which may forward (83) the URL request

(and/or other information such as, for example, information relating to the mobile

device and/or its capabilities/features) to Kontera Server System 954.

In at least one embodiment, when appropriate, the Kontera Server System may

attempt to determine (85) the features, services and/or other capabilities which are

currently enabled at the mobile device. For example, in one embodiment, the

Kontera Server System may attempt to determine whether client side scripting

functionality is enabled at the mobile device.

In one embodiment, if it is determined that client side scripting functionality is

currently enabled at the mobile device, a scripting-type solution procedure (such as

that illustrated, for example, in Figure 5) may be implemented (89a). If it is

determined that client side scripting functionality is not currently enabled at the

mobile device (or if it can not be determined whether client side scripting

functionality is currently enabled at the mobile device) a non-scripting type solution

procedure (such as that illustrated, for example, in Figure 4A) may be implemented

(89b).

Other Embodiments

Generally, the contextual information delivery techniques of the present

invention may be implemented on software and/or hardware. For example, they can

be implemented in an operating system kernel, in a separate user process, in a library

package bound into network applications, on a specially constructed machine, or on a

network interface card. In a specific embodiment of this invention, the technique of

the present invention is implemented in software such as an operating system or in an

application running on an operating system.



A software or software/hardware hybrid implementation of the contextual

information delivery technique of this invention may be implemented on a general-

purpose programmable machine selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer

program stored in memory. Such programmable machine may be a network device

designed to handle network traffic, such as, for example, a router or a switch. Such

network devices may have multiple network interfaces including frame relay and

ISDN interfaces, for example. Specific examples of such network devices include

routers and switches. A general architecture for some of these machines will appear

from the description given below. In an alternative embodiment, the contextual

information delivery technique of this invention may be implemented on a general-

purpose network host machine such as a personal computer or workstation. Further,

the invention may be at least partially implemented on a card (e.g., an interface card)

for a network device or a general-purpose computing device.

Referring now to Figure 7, a network device 60 suitable for implementing at

least a portion of the contextual information delivery techniques of the present

invention includes a master central processing unit (CPU) 62, interfaces 68, and a bus

67 (e.g., a PCI bus). When acting under the control of appropriate software or

firmware, the CPU 62 may be responsible for implementing specific functions

associated with the functions of a desired network device. For example, when

configured as a network server, the CPU 62 may be responsible for analyzing packets,

encapsulating packets, forwarding packets to appropriate network devices, analyzing

web page content, generating web page modification instructions, etc. The CPU 62

preferably accomplishes all these functions under the control of software including an

operating system (e.g. Windows NT), and any appropriate applications software.

. CPU 62 may include one or more processors 63 such as a processor from the

Motorola or Intel family of microprocessors or the MIPS family of microprocessors.

In an alternative embodiment, processor 63 is specially designed hardware for

controlling the operations of network device 60. In a specific embodiment, a memory

6 1 (such as non-volatile RAM and/or ROM) also forms part of CPU 62. However,

there are many different ways in which memory could be coupled to the system.

Memory block 6 1 may be used for a variety of purposes such as, for example, caching

and/or storing data, programming instructions, etc.



The interfaces 68 are typically provided as interface cards (sometimes referred

to as "line cards"). Generally, they control the sending and receiving of data packets

over the network and sometimes support other peripherals used with the network

device 60. Among the interfaces that may be provided are Ethernet interfaces, frame

relay interfaces, cable interfaces, DSL interfaces, token ring interfaces, and the like.

In addition, various very high-speed interfaces may be provided such as fast Ethernet

interfaces, Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, ATM interfaces, HSSI interfaces, POS

interfaces, FDDI interfaces and the like. Generally, these interfaces may include ports

appropriate for communication with the appropriate media. In some cases, they may

also include an independent processor and, in some instances, volatile RAM. The

independent processors may control such communications intensive tasks as packet

switching, media control and management. By providing separate processors for the

communications intensive tasks, these interfaces allow the master microprocessor 62

to efficiently perform routing computations, network diagnostics, security functions,

etc.

Although the system shown in Figure 7 illustrates orie specific network device

of the present invention, it is by no means the only network device architecture on

which the present invention can be implemented. For example, an architecture having

a single processor that handles communications as well as routing computations, etc.

is often used. Further, other types of interfaces and media could also be used with the

network device.

Regardless of network device's configuration, it may employ one or more

memories or memory modules (such as, for example, memory block 65) configured to

store data, program instructions for the general-purpose network operations and/or

other information relating to the functionality of the contextual information delivery

techniques described herein. The program instructions may control the operation of

an operating system and/or one or more applications, for example. The memory or

memories may also be configured to store data structures, keyword taxonomy

information, advertisement information, user click and impression information, and/or

other specific non-program information described herein.

Because such information and program instructions may be employed to

implement the systems/methods described herein, the present invention relates to

machine readable media that include program instructions, state information, etc. for



performing various operations described herein. Examples of machine-readable

media include, but are not limited to, magnetic media such as hard disks, floppy disks,

and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD-ROM disks; magneto-optical media

such as floptical disks; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and

perform program instructions, such as read-only memory devices (ROM) and random

access memory (RAM). The invention may also be embodied in a carrier wave

traveling over an appropriate medium such as airwaves, optical lines, electric lines,

etc. Examples of program instructions include both machine code, such as produced

by a compiler, and files containing higher level code that may be executed by the

computer using an interpreter.

Although several preferred embodiments of this invention have been described

in detail herein with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood

that the invention is not limited to these precise embodiments, and that various

changes and modifications may be effected therein by one skilled in the art without

departing from the scope of spirit of the invention as described herein.defined in the

appended claims.



IT IS CLAIMED

1. A method for delivering contextual advertising information to end

users of a data network via a mobile device, the method comprising:

receiving a first portion of content relating to a first page intended for display

on the first mobile device, the first page corresponding to a first URL associated with

a first content provider;

analyzing the first portion of content for keyword information;

identifying a first portion of keyword information associated with the first

portion of content, wherein the first portion of keyword information includes at least

one keyword;

selecting, using the first portion of keyword information, a first portion of

contextual information to be delivered to the first mobile device, the first portion of

contextual information being provided by a first campaign provider;

generating a first set of web page modification instructions using the first

portion of contextual information, wherein the first set of web page modification

instructions includes instructions for modifying the content to include the first portion

of contextual information; and

providing the first set of web page modification instructions to the first mobile

device to thereby cause the first portion of contextual information to be delivered to

the user.

2. A method for delivering contextual advertising information to end

users of a data network via a mobile device, the method comprising:

identifying a first mobile device;

acquiring mobile device capability information relating to the first mobile

device, the first mobile device capability information including information relating to

one or more features which are supported at the first mobile device;

determining whether a first feature is supported at the first mobile device;

implementing a first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that the first feature is supported at the first mobile device; and

implementing a second contextual advertising delivery technique in response

to a determination that the first feature is not supported at the first mobile device.



3. A method for delivering contextual advertising information to end

users of a data network via a mobile device, the method comprising:

identifying a first mobile device;

determining whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first

mobile device;

implementing a first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

automatically perform one or more desired operations; and

implementing a second contextual advertising delivery technique in response

to a determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique is

implemented without reliance on use of client side scripting operations implemented

at the first mobile device.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

identifying a first URL request from the first mobile device, the first URL

request including a first URL usable for accessing a first page or document, the first

page or document including a first portion of content to be displayed to a user;

selecting for markup a first portion of text of the first portion of content, the

first portion of text corresponding to text which is to be displayed to the user; and

implementing the first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to

a determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

cause the first mobile device to performing markup operations on said first portion of

text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text; and

implementing the second contextual advertising delivery technique in response

to a determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique includes



performing, at a device other than the first mobile device, markup operations on said

first portion of text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text.

5. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

identifying a first URL request from the first mobile device, the first URL

request including a first URL usable for accessing a first page or document, the first

page or document including a first portion of content to be displayed to a user;

selecting for markup a first portion of text of the first portion of content, the

first portion of text corresponding to text which is to be displayed to the user; and

implementing the first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to

a determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

cause the first mobile device to performing markup operations on said first portion of

text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text;

implementing the second contextual advertising delivery technique in response

to a determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique includes

performing, at a device other than the first mobile device, markup operations on said

first portion of text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text; and

displaying the first portion of marked up text to the user via a display at the

first mobile device, wherein the displayed first portion of marked up text includes the

first portion of text which has been formatted in accordance with the markup

operations.

6. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

determining whether the first mobile device supports at least one feature

selected from a group of features comprising: advance HTML functionality, rich

media functionality, and video playback functionality.

7. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

identifying a first communication message generated at the first mobile device;

and



examining information in a header portion of the first communication message

in order to determining whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the

first mobile device.

8. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

identifying a first identifier associated with the first mobile device;

accessing, using the first identifier, mobile device capability information

relating to the first mobile device, the first mobile device capability information

including information relating to one or more features which are supported at the first

mobile device; and

determining, using at least a portion of the mobile device capability

information, whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device.

9. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

identifying a first identifier associated with the first mobile device;

accessing, using the first identifier, mobile device capability information

relating to the first mobile device, the first mobile device capability information

including information relating to one or more features which are supported at the first

mobile device; and

determining, using at least a portion of the mobile device capability

information, whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device.;

wherein the first identifier is selected from a group of identifiers comprising: a

mobile device model identifier; a mobile device serial number; an IP address, a WAP

address, a phone number, and a MAC address.

10. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

transmitting a first communication to the first mobile device, wherein the first

communication includes a first set of scripting instructions intended for execution at

the first mobile device for causing of the first mobile device to transmit a first

response message;



determining that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first

mobile device in response to receiving the first response message; and

determining that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile if the first response message is not received within a specified time interval.

11. A system for delivering contextual advertising information to end users

of a data network via a mobile device, the system comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one interface operable to provide a communication link to at least one

other network device in the data network; and

memory;

the system being operable to:

receive a first portion of content relating to a first page intended for display on

the first mobile device, the first page corresponding to a first URL associated with a

first content provider;

analyze the first portion of content for keyword information;

identify a first portion of keyword information associated with the first portion

of content, wherein the first portion of keyword information includes at least one

keyword;

select, using the first portion of keyword information, a first portion of

contextual information to be delivered to the first mobile device, the first portion of

contextual information being provided by a first campaign provider;

generate a first set of web page modification instructions using the first portion

of contextual information, wherein the first set of web page modification instructions

includes instructions for modifying the content to include the first portion of

contextual information; and

provide the first set of web page modification instructions to the first mobile

device to thereby cause the first portion of contextual information to be delivered to

the user.

12. A system for delivering contextual advertising information to end users

of a data network via a mobile device, the system comprising:

at least one processor;



at least one interface operable to provide a communication link to at least one

other network device in the data network; and

memory;

the system being operable to:

5. identify a first mobile device;

acquire mobile device capability information relating to the first mobile

device, the first mobile device capability information including information relating to

one or more features which are supported at the first mobile device;

determine whether a first feature is supported at the first mobile device;

0 implement a first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that the first feature is supported at the first mobile device; and

implement a second contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that the first feature is not supported at the first mobile device.

5 13. A system for delivering contextual advertising information to end users

of a data network via a mobile device, the system comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one interface operable to provide a communication link to at least one

other network device in the data network; and

0 memory;

the system being operable to:

identify a first mobile device;

determine whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first

mobile device;

5 implement a first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

automatically perform one or more desired operations; and

0 implement a second contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique is



implemented without reliance on use of client side scripting operations implemented

at the first mobile device.

14. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

identify a first URL request from the first mobile device, the first URL request

including a first URL usable for accessing a first page or document, the first page or

document including a first portion of content to be displayed to a user;

select for markup a first portion of text of the first portion of content, the first

portion of text corresponding to text which is to be displayed to the user; and

implement the first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

cause the first mobile device to performing markup operations on said first portion of

text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text; and

implement the second contextual advertising delivery technique in response to

a determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique includes

performing, at a device other than the first mobile device, markup operations on said

first portion of text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text.

15. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

identify a first URL request from the first mobile device, the first URL request

including a first URL usable for accessing a first page or document, the first page or

document including a first portion of content to be displayed to a user;

select for markup a first portion of text of the first portion of content, the first

portion of text corresponding to text which is to be displayed to the user; and

implement the first contextual advertising delivery technique in response to a

determination that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device, wherein the first contextual advertising delivery technique includes providing

scripting instructions to the first mobile device for causing the first mobile device to

cause the first mobile device to performing markup operations on said first portion of

text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text;



implement the second contextual advertising delivery technique in response to

a determination that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile device, wherein the second contextual advertising delivery technique includes

performing, at a device other than the first mobile device, markup operations on said

first portion of text to thereby generate a first portion of marked up text; and

display the first portion of marked up text to the user via a display at the first

mobile device, wherein the displayed first portion of marked up text includes the first

portion of text which has been formatted in accordance with the markup operations.

16. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

determine whether the first mobile device supports at least one feature selected

from a group of features comprising: advance HTML functionality, rich media

functionality, and video playback functionality.

17. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

identify a first communication message generated at the first mobile device;

and

examine information in a header portion of the first communication message

in order to determine whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the

first mobile device.

18. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

identify a first identifier associated with the first mobile device;

access, using the first identifier, mobile device capability information relating

to the first mobile device, the first mobile device capability information including

information relating to one or more features which are supported at the first mobile

device; and

determine, using at least a portion of the mobile device capability information,

whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile device.

19. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

identify a first identifier associated with the first mobile device;



access, using the first identifier, mobile device capability information relating

to the first mobile device, the first mobile device capability information including

information relating to one or more features which are supported at the first mobile

device; and

determine, using at least a portion of the mobile device capability information,

whether client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile device.;

wherein the first identifier is selected from a group of identifiers comprising: a

mobile device model identifier; a mobile device serial number; an IP address, a WAP

address, a phone number, and a MAC address.

20. The system of claim 13 being further operable to:

transmit a first communication to the first mobile device, wherein the first

communication includes a first set of scripting instructions intended for execution at

the first mobile device for causing of the first mobile device to transmit a first

response message;

determine that client side scripting functionality is supported at the first mobile

device in response to receive the first response message; and

determine that client side scripting functionality is not supported at the first

mobile if the first response message is not received within a specified time interval.
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